TRANSIT PREFERENCES SURVEY SUMMARY
Survey Overview
The Transit Preferences Survey was open to the public for 38 days, from August 2 through September 8,
2021. In coordination with the Newton County Public Information Office, the project team solicited
survey participation via social media, a digital flyer, the project website, and an email campaign to
project stakeholders and community members as part of an opt-in process. Additionally, an outbound
text message campaign was conducted on August 11, 2021, to 34,790 Newton County residents as
identified by public records. The campaign's call to action encouraged recipients to visit the project
website, which displayed information on how to participate in the public survey. A total of 1,141 people
completed the survey.
The survey included 26 questions to get to know the respondents and understand their transit service
preferences in Newton County. Question five asked, “Which type of transit service would best suit your
needs within Newton County?” Individuals who selected “None” to question 5 were not asked
additional questions about fares and schedules, and were taken directly to Question 9; while the 571
respondents that answered “Demand-Response Service,” “Local Fixed Route,” or “Flexible Service,”
were asked additional questions specific to the type(s) of service that they selected.

What’s Inside?
This document provides a snapshot of responses to each of the 26 questions asked in the survey –
including overall number of responses as well as the number and percentage of the different answers to
each question. Some questions provided an opportunity for further open-response input to help capture
more detailed responses outside of the multiple-choice options. The Appendix following the Summary
Results includes all open-ended responses submitted for these questions.
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Question 11

Open ended responses to “Other Job Center” can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Question 13

Question 13 summary responses continue on the next page.
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Question 15

Open ended responses to “Other Locations within or outside Newton County” can be viewed in the
Appendix.
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Question 17

Open ended responses to “Other needs” can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Question 18

Open ended responses to “Other needs” can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Question 19

Open ended responses to “Disagree” can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Question 20

Open ended responses to “Disagree” can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Question 21

Question 22

Open ended responses can be viewed in the Appendix.
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Appendix: Open Ended Responses
Question 11

In the first survey, many respondents indicated a desire for the regional Xpress commuter bus to extend
into Newton County (it currently stops in Conyers). If this happened, what job centers served by Xpress
would you need to connect to? Below are the open ended responses from participants who selected
“Other Job Center.”
Responses to Question 11 - Other Job Center (e.g. Buckhead, Gwinnett Place, Cumberland,
Emory/CDC, Atlanta Airport Area) (please specify)
1
Airport
2
Do not want it in my town !!!
3
Atlanta airport
4
Airport
5
Atlanta Airport
6
No
7
Emory
8
Airport
9
Atlanta Airport
10
Don’t allow a single fucking bus in this county
11
All
12
Emory
13
Atlanta Airport Area
14
Duluth
15
Atlanta
16
Georgia Tech
17
Emory
18
Emory
19
Atlanta Airport Area
20
Emory
21
Emory
22
Airport
23
Airport
24
Atlanta Airport
25
Stonecrest
26
Airport
27
Emory/CDC and Atlanta Airport
28
Cdc
29
Depending on needs or services Dr, appointments, shopping, entertainment, friends and family
30
Hartfield-Jackson Airport & Downtown Atlanta
31
Airport, college campuses
32
Emory, Atlanta airport
33
Airport
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Responses to Question 11 - Other Job Center (e.g. Buckhead, Gwinnett Place, Cumberland,
Emory/CDC, Atlanta Airport Area) (please specify)
34
airport
35
Downtown Decatur
36
All over Atlanta
37
Airport
38
Emory
39
Airport
40
Airport
41
Lithonia
42
Airport
43
Buckhead
44
Direct service to airport
45
Gwinnett County
46
Airport
47
Airport
48
Airport
49
Airport Buckhead Dekalb county
50
Trust Park, Mercedes Benz stadium
51
CHOA Scottish rite
52
Atlanta airport
53
Airport
IT contractor whom is disabled could access 10x the available jobs from the airport to Marietta in
54
combination would be priceless
55
DeKalb County
56
8
57
Atlanta AIRPORT
58
Airport
59
Atlanta Airport Area
60
Decatur
61
Atlanta airport
62
Atlanta Airport Area
63
Covington,Athens
64
Emory
65
Buckhead
66
Emory, Atlanta Airport, Buckhead
67
Atlanta Airport
68
Atlanta airport
69
Atlanta airport
70
Airport
71
Airport
72
Atlanta Airport
73
Atlanta airport
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Responses to Question 11 - Other Job Center (e.g. Buckhead, Gwinnett Place, Cumberland,
Emory/CDC, Atlanta Airport Area) (please specify)
74
Atlanta airport area
75
Gwinnett place and airport
76
Atlanta Airport
77
Express service to the airport would be helpful
78
Atlanta Airport
Most people work from Newton in the area around Downtown like Emory the airport Walmart
distribution there are job in Clayton Decatur and around the Lithonia area so this would benefit all
Covington to be able to Work better job by using Xpress they can get to jobs and other transit such
as Marta train and buses so this can benefit the county. The money comes back as well as offering
job for local bus drivers it can also bring more people who want to live in Newton I see it as a win
79
win. The local transit will help people with no cars to get to work and doctor visits
80
Douglasville
81
Carter Center
82
Gwinnett
83
Lithia Springs Ga
84
Not sure
85
Emory hospital area
86
All of them
87
Monitoring is a must
88
Airport
89
Airport area
90
Airport
91
Airport
92
Buckhead
93
Airport
94
Airport
95
Buckhead
96
Indian Creek MARTA station.
97
Buckhead
98
Airport (ATL)
99
Atlanta Airport
100 CDC, Brookhaven (I-85)
101 All the above. Elderly care Dr. Appointments.
102 Atlanta airport
103 Airport
104 Airport
105 85 and North Druid Hills in Brookhaven
106 Gwinnett Place
107 Buckhead
108 Airport
109 Airport
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Responses to Question 11 - Other Job Center (e.g. Buckhead, Gwinnett Place, Cumberland,
Emory/CDC, Atlanta Airport Area) (please specify)
110 CDC
111 Atlanta airport
112 Airport, downtown, midtown
113 Airport
114 Decatur
115 Buckhead
116 Airport
117 Downtown Decatur
118 Buckhead
119 Airport, Downtown
120 Airport, Delta South Terminal
121 None. No transit
122 Airport
123 Airport
124 Emory, Dr. appt. every 2 weeks
125 Airport, Buckhead, Roswell
126 All
127 airport
128 Airport
129 Airport
130 Marietta
131 Emory/CDC, Atlanta Airport
132 Mostly Emory/CDC area, but sometimes midtown Atlanta as well
133 Airport, Emory, Buckhead, Midtown, Downtown & Perimeter
134 Emory/CDC
135 Hartsfield-Jackson Airport
136 ATLANTA AIRPORT
137 Atlanta Airport Area
138 Atlanta Airport, Buckhead, Midtown
139 Atlanta Airport
140 Emory/CDC
141 City of Decatur
142 Emory. Atlanta airport
143 Decatur, Buckhead, downtown, midtown
144 McDonough and all of the areas above - love to go to the FOX and not have to drive home
145 Emory, CDC, Atlanta Airport
146 Emory, Midtown
147 To a Marta Station
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Question 15

What medical facility or location do you need public transportation to? (if answered “Other location”)
Responses to Question 15 – Other locations you need public transportation to
1
None
2
No transit !!!
3
None
4
None
5
None
There are already services that provide transportation to medical appointments. We
6
do not need public transportation.
7
Doctor's office
Find a different route nobody in newton county wants a damn shitty bus riding
8
through our streets
9
None I have a car
10
Piedmont Rockdale
11
Any medical office I have been referred to.
12
None
13
I don’t need transportation
14
None
15
None
16
None
17
None
18
None. I have a car or Uber or can arrange via my insurance provider.
19
No e
20
None at this time
21
None
22
Health Dept, VA clinic
23
Atlanta children healthcenter (Egleston)
24
Emory Decatur
25
Emory main campus
26
None
27
Doctors offices at local medical centers
28
VA
29
Conyers Sigman Road
30
None
31
Dentist, mental, eyesight, medication � therapy
32
Doctors offices
33
Eagles Landing
34
NA
35
individual medical offices
36
Monroe, Snellville, Loganville, Duluth
37
some in Rockdale
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Responses to Question 15 – Other locations you need public transportation to
38
Emory and Grady
39
Emory university hospital
40
None
41
Dekalb County
42
None. Keep it rural
43
None
44
NONE
45
The VA hospital in Decatur
46
Athens
47
Health department
48
None
49
Doctors offices for special treatment
50
Grady
51
N/A
52
Transit system not wanted
53
Atlanta
54
None
55
none
56
Emory
57
Health department
58
None
59
none
60
Lawrenceville and atlanta
61
Piedmont Rockdale Hospital
62
Emory Healthcare
63
Emory
64
Atl VA
65
Rockdale
66
Various Doctors
67
N/A
68
N/A
69
Stockbridge McDonough area
70
Piedmont Atlanta
71
VA
72
None
73
Kaiser Rockdale
74
1670 clairmont rd
75
EMORY
76
Do not need public transportation
77
Dr offices in Conyers, Dr offices in Covington
78
Forsyth county
79
Primary Care, Other Piedmont affliates
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Responses to Question 15 – Other locations you need public transportation to
80
Emory decatur
81
Local doctors offices, Hwy. 278, Covington
82
NONE
83
None.
84
Our county does not need this. Look what happened to Clayton county!
85
Dialysis center
86
Bradley G. Jacoby, M.D.,Dr. Lynwood P. Cleaveland, MD
87
Nephrologist
88
Covington VA Clinic
89
Emory rehab
90
None
91
Atlanta veterans medical center
92
Conyers, Loganville, Snelville
93
Na
94
None
95
None
96
Piedmont Rockdale
97
None
98
None our taxes are high enough and still going up
99
Covington V.A. Center
100 Va hospital
101 Piedmont Rockdale
102 Alcovy Gym (post pandemic)
103 Emory Hillandale
104 Emory Clifton Road
105 Candler Rd
106 N/a
107 Such as Emory on Clifton rd
108 Conyers and Rockdale
109 Not any that requires my tax money
110 Piedmont Clinic
111 Piedmont Rockdale Northside Hospital
112 Rockdale family practice
113 Emory
114 None
115 Conyers
116 VA clinic on bypass
117 None. Not needed. We don’t have any Nightlife as mentioned to go to
118 Grady
119 Ga cancer center. Chiropractor
120 Stockbridge and Jonesboro
121 Tbd
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Responses to Question 15 – Other locations you need public transportation to
122 Peachtree Dunwoody
123 Monroe. Walton county
124 Emory Lithonia
125 Don't want it!
126 None
127 Piedmont rockdale
128 Physician offices
129 Grady
130 Ga Cancer Centers
131 Cobb County
132 Kaiser Permanente, Stonecrest.
133 Salem rd
134 None
135 None
136 Perminter, midtown
137 None
138 VA Hospital
139 Rockdale County, Stonecrest
140 None of your business
141 None no transit
142 None
143 Northside Hospital
144 Five Points MARTA
145 none
146 None.
147 None
148 Piedmont Rockdale area
149 Emory hospital
150 Emory. Clifton rdl
151 Conyers medical centers
152 Grady
153 none
154 VA Hospital Atlanta
155 Piedmont doctors and pharmacy
156 Jonesboro Kaiser or Gwinnett location
157 none
158 Emory University Hospital
159 None!
160 Athens Atlanta
161 Mill St, Urgent Care on 278
162 Emory University Hospital
163 Emory/Grady
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Responses to Question 15 – Other locations you need public transportation to
164 None
165 Newton. VA clinic
166 No public transportation in Newton. It only brings undesirables to the county
167 None.
168 We don’t want ANY transit
169 I don't.
170 Social Circle
171 Fulton County
172 None
173 Conyers
174 n/a
175 None
176 Piedmont Atlanta
177 Local doctors, dentists, drug stores
178 None
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Question 17

In the previous survey Downtown Covington was selected as the top destination for potential transit
trips. What is the purpose of your trip to Downtown Covington? Select all that apply. Below are “other
needs” participants identified outside the list provided.
Responses to Question 17 – Other Needs/Trip Purposes to Downtown Covington
1
No transit !!!
2
None
3
There are already companies that provide transportation if needed. We do not need to provide it.
4
Nobody wants to go to that worthless shit hole. Terrible service and overpriced food/drink
5
volunteer work
6
My mother lives in downtown Covington
7
Library
8
None!!!!! Please don’t do this!!!
9
This is not a good way to spend taxpayer dollars. Especially if it will raise taxes!
10
9
11
Convenience is needed
12
entertainment / socializing
13
None
14
He
15
This is not needed
16
Area grocery store
17
None
18
NONE, We should drive ourselves !!!!!
19
I live here and pay enormous taxes I have every right to use the square
20
None taxes are high enough
21
I would only use this if I was going out drinking.
22
Na
23
Courthouse
24
0
25
No mass transit!
No one needs this to go to square. Tourist stay all within walking distance to visit areas. This is a
26
waste of our money!
27
I live here and have my own transportation
28
I work in Covington and Conyers
29
No transit needed
30
None
31
post office
32
No need for it
33
We don’t need ANY transit
34
Live near downtown
35
Church
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Question 18

In the previous survey Conyers was selected as the top destination for potential transit trips. What is the
purpose of your trip to Conyers? Below are “other needs” participants identified outside the list
provided.
Responses to Question 18 - Other Needs/Trip Purposes to Conyers
1
Conyers is a crap hole !!
2
None
Once again, there are already companies that provide transportation as needed. We do not need
3
public transportation.
4
Probably drugs or rival gang hits isn’t that all anybody does in conyers?
5
None to much crime
6
Shopping
7
N/A
8
None. Conyers sucks.
9
none
10
Businesses that are not in covington: movie theater
11
Convenience is needed
12
entertainment / socialising
13
Restaurants and hairdresser
14
Anything in general
15
None
16
NONE, We should drive ourselves !!!!!
17
I don’t go to conyers to many people and they can’t drive
18
Conyers is not a nice place to go. Too much crime.
When you link newton county to counties with higher crime rates, Newton county will see an
19
increase in crime
20
Family
21
Eye doctor
22
No mass transit!
23
Everyone easily gets to Conyers. Uber, Lyft taxi friends and family. This is a joke.
24
I don’t go to Conyers
25
Church
26
Church
27
None
28
I don’t go to conyers because of the traffic and congestion.
29
I do not frequent Conyers!
30
None
31
No transit
32
I stay away from conyers.
33
None
34
None!
35
No need
36
We don’t need ANY transit
34
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Responses to Question 18 - Other Needs/Trip Purposes to Conyers
37
Religious services

Question 19

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed transit goals as they are stated above?
Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
1
Worried about bringing more crime to our town
2
Not interested
3
Do not want a transit system here.
4
No transit !!!!
5
Disagree with higher taxes to support goals
6
Don't want public transportation in Newton.
7
This is not good for Newton county and our community
8
It’s not needed and will draw more crime
9
Na
10
Don’t want it or for it to leave Covington
11
Do not want transit in county
12
Don't waste dollars
13
Don’t want transit in Newton county
I do not believe this would benefit the citizens of Newton county in any way. This would only
put more stress on our roads. It was block up popular areas. It would increase crime
dramatically. Our sheriffs office is already unable to meet the county’s needs currently. Adding
14
transit and more people would only make crime worse.
There are many ways for people to currently have transportation without us adding public
15
transportation.
16
Don’t see a need for this service.
17
We don't want any of this in the county.
18
Transit brings more crime and we have plenty as it stands
19
Crime follows
While mobility services are important for those who cannot access a car, I also think that
20
transit should be incentivized towards those with access to a car as well.
21
Only more crime can come of this. Just look at conyers it's a little atlanta
Who’s going to pay for this? And if you say the consumer I’m sure mike anything else their fees
won’t cover all associated costs. Which then leads back to the tax payer. And this allows
22
criminals to move freely across the county
23
I dont see the need for this
24
I don’t think we need public transit.
I think a few would benefit vut the majority would not. It would cause roads to become too
25
narrow. Slowing down traffic.
26
Don't agree
Public transportation will bring other people into Newton county and further clog up the
27
population.
28
Stop typing to make this conyers
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
29
I don’t want any kind of mass transit
30
Not good for the community
31
Not needed
32
We do not need this in Newton County!
33
Not needed
34
Will bring even more crime to Newton County.
This would only be beneficial to those who live within the City of Covington. Newton County is
SO large it would not be cost effective to provide a services throughout the county. I would
hate to know I had to stop behind a bus/vehicle on Hwy 36, Salem Rd or any other busy road
outside of the city limits. Besides adding transit on 278 is just going to add to the congestion it
35
already has.
36
This is not needed.
37
I dont see a need for public transit when there are Other privately owned services.
This plan gives access to an undesirable demographic. We moved to Newton County to escape
38
this when transit brought it to Conyers.
39
Doesn’t
40
We don't need public transportation here.
41
We do not want this
42
Transit creates more congestion in the area and potential for more crime.
43
Covington doesn’t need to become like conyers
44
I do not want my taxes to go up and the quality of our parts to go down
Overall, I don't like the effects that bringing a transit system into a community has done in
45
other areas
46
Minimal, maybe one (1) connection to other transit systems.
47
Do not need
48
We do not need this!
49
A transit line invite crime to your community
50
That would only INCREASE CRIME.
51
NO NEED
52
Most move here for the quiet with little to no use for public transportation.
53
To access facilitates for people who live outside of Covington they would have to drive anywY.
Bedroom community only broke ass people need the bus. So we dont need broke ass people
54
here
55
In
56
Newton county will become urban area just like Atlanta. It’s time for me to move.
in theory a transit service sounds beneficial, in practice it would raise taxes & provide criminals
57
another venue
58
Crime
59
Don’t want it
60
Keep it rural
I have a car. I do not need. Mass transit would bring more crime to our community from
61
travelers from bigger city.
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
Newton is a small town with only 2 main commercial districts Salem Rd and Hwy 278. I do not
62
see the value of providing transit to such a small area of business.
63
Not in support of transit system
64
We do not need mass transit
65
DO NOT bring more crime into Newton Co.
66
Not needed
67
Is this really needed in Newton County?
68
_
69
Do not want it coming to Newton County
Please do not bring this here! Our crime will triple. Please don’t endanger the citizens of
70
Newton county!!
There should be no public transportation going into Newton county. Public transportation
increases the potential for crime and low income housing because the criminal element is
71
typically low income residents. I don't want to see Newton County become anout
72
Bad idea
73
I am opposed to this proposal
74
Private sector can handle this
75
Absolutely do not want transit for Newton County!
76
I don’t think we need a transit system.
77
We do not need transit in Newton County
78
We don’t need transportation services
79
Public transit is not necessary
80
Do not want transit system
81
We do not need it or want it. You are making crime more accessible
82
I do not need or want public transportation in Covington or Newton county
83
No
84
Newton county does not need this service
There are private companies to do all this. We don’t need the government raising taxes while
85
simultaneously putting them out of business.
86
No
87
I don’t like the idea. It will turn into Atlanta and dekalb
88
Just do not want it!
Public busses are associated with low income areas and bring down the look of the area most
89
people I know and myself will not live in areas with such services
90
Do not want the decrease in property value or increase in pedestrian traffic in my area
91
areas that have transit now have become heavier crime areas
92
I don’t care for public transit systems in Newton County
93
This will destroy our county
Why do we need transit? The people of the county have made it for many years without it
94
transportation is what family and friends are for.
Will be bring undesirable elements and crime from Atlanta and surrounding counties, as well
95
as undisireable business entities to Newton.
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
Newton county is getting too many low income I feel like it’s going to hurt the potential of our
96
county
97
The road and streets could not handle
This is not needed. I believe less than 5% of Newton citizens don’t have access to a car. If
98
someone needs to go somewhere call Uber. We don’t need this tax burden
99
No need for this service at sll
100 Connecting Covington to Conyers will increase crime in Covington. This is not a good idea .
101 None
102 NO TRANSIT NEEDED OR WANTED, who will pay for this? My taxes ? NO THANK YOU
103 Newton County does NOT need public transportation! Period!!,
104 My tax dollars should not be used for mass transit. We should pay our on way !!
105 Reason for moving here was that it is rural
106 Transit is not necessary. There are other services such as Uber and Lyft that can be utilized.
Why does this county need to worry with transportation of our counties people? County didn’t
care before how people got to and from. It’s just gonna be a huge mess turning our county into
107 the hood! Look at claa as Aton and Henry counties! Trash…
108 I'll
109 Fix existing issues first
110 jcbaj1987@gmail.com
There are current options for those who are unable to drive. For those who need
transportation to job or essential services, their are existing private options which provide
111 additional jobs to the county residents at no cost to the county.
112 I disagree
113 Not with tax funding.
114 Easing traffic should be key concern
115 Do not connect Newton with Conyers
116 It will bring crime to Newton. Do not do this!!!!!!!
117 N/A
118 It just creates more crime in our area
119 I
This brings the WRONG type of attitudes and personalities to our city. With this type of transit,
120 crime escalates.
121 Public transit increases crime and raises taxes.
Having served as a Dekalb officer and lived in Dekalb county transit systems allows access to
crime accumulated walkers gives outside access for vandalism and criminal activity to residents
122 of neighboring counties
123 This is not needed here. Things like this bring thugs and crime
124 We do not need public transportation
Accelerated population density... transients, criminal influx and vagrants. Destruction of
125 traditional small town personality and allure.
126 Don’t agree with connecting with other transit systems.
127 Not needed in the County
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
We DO NOT NEED A TRANSIT AUTHORITY - all you are doing is opening the door to MORE
128 CRIME!!!
129 Hell no
Not my tax money! This is not needed in Covington. We have never had it and we don’t need it
130 now! Just another free service for those who want, want want!
We do not have enough TVs pace due more people in our city that would be CJ coming from
131 different cities, noe do we need the crime
132 We don't need this
133 We do not need bus service.
134 It will bring more crime to Newton county
135 I do not think transit is needed.
Not needed. Don’t want to make covington any larger than what it has become. It’s so overly
136 crowded here now. I’ve spent my entire life here and it’s changed I don’t like the change.
137 Our county does not need a transit systeb
138 I don't need
139 We don’t need a transit service
140 Don’t need
141 Would cause increased taxes and populatio
142 We don't need East Metro to come any farther east. Transit adds to traffic and pollution. .
If there was less of new construction than we wouldn’t need a transit system. The suburban
143 life is no longer exists in Newton County.
144 I moved to this area without public transit being a factor.
145 Mass transit brings financial hardship and undesirable criminals
Transit is not needed. This brings bad people and bad things happening to our town. It’s not
146 needed.
147 Tax dollars shouldn’t be spent on this
Because it's a rural area, people know this when they move here. Let's keep it this way and
stop moving the city into the country. It works fine the way it is now, just equip the county to
148 take the seniors where they need to go around the county.
149 This service is not needed
150 The old town shuttle is cute, but not a necessity
151 Do not want services in area
152 Cities with Public Transit have high crime statistics
153 Don’t want it
154 Would not like to include transport other counties
Atlanta blacks and crime have overtaken Lithonia, Conyers, now infiltrating Covington. WE DO
155 NOT want or need this!!!
We do not need public transportation to come all the way to Covington. It will just bring crime
156 and people from outside our county
157 Disagree
Newton County does not need a transit service. I get nothing for my county taxes now, and I
158 am sure I would end up with nothing from a transit service too.
159 We don’t need any public busses in Newton county.
160 Don’t want more people with access to Covington via bus
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
161 People live in Newton county to get awayfrom the hustle and bustle of city life
162 Not a fan of public transportation from the city
163 We do not need it
I believe Newton is a rural county and transit transportation should not be expected or
provided and if you do not own a car or unable to drive, there are other opportunities such as
164 Uber, taxi, or walking to assist with transportation.
165 Uber just fine.
I do not agree with commuter transportation for work, medical. This is not Atlanta and I do not
166 want to see more chaos and traffic drawn to Covington by providing MARTA type buses.
Everyone who lives here knows that no public transportation is here! Public transportation
brings about air, noise and general pollution to the area! Most areas with public transportation
167 also has a higher crime rate.
168 Just brings more crime
169 Do not need that in Covington
170 Do not need
171 I don’t think our county needs a transit service
172 This is not needed. It is too great an expense for our county.
I am for people who may not have transportation being offered it. I believe there are already
options available for such cases. Who is paying for this transit? Who is running it? My main
contention is the fact that Newton County leadership has done such a poor job planning for
the community. Traffic is a huge issue. Hwy 36 is horrible and with the addition off the HUGE
apartment complex will only serve to make matters worse. Another example is Brown Bridge
Rd. If the plans concerning the Oaks Golf Course go through it will be even more horrendous
than it already is. I’m all for growth as long as it’s smart growth and has minimal impact on the
current residents of the county. I believe they get little to no consideration in these matters. I
173 do, however, recognize and appreciate the fact you sent out this survey.
174 J
175 Transit will make us more congrats. We have enough people living here
176 Transit brings trouble
177 What sort of taxes would this create
178 Public transportation brings crime and lowers property values
179 I would not like a bus area in my county
We do not need to destroy Newton County anymore than has already been damaged. Go live
180 in Dekalb County and deal with the rathole it has become.
181 No Need
182 NO TRANSIT! Will ruin our city!
183 Do not need or want a transit system
184 Don’t want it here!
185 I probably would move out of the county it will only bring more crime to the county
186 Do not want it in our county
No need to ease traffic congestion. Except for light “going home” traffic on weekdays, there’s
187 no congestion to speak of.
188 Will bring too much riff raff
189 No not necessary
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
190 I do not think that it is needed
191 We don't need transit.
192 No transit
193 I do not want a transit system to come to Newton county.
194 This is a dumb idea. It’ll bring new costs and little benefit to the county.
195 Don't need it
196 Don't need it
197 Don’t need it
198 Covington & Conyers are congested as is. We do not need transit causing more traffic.
199 Don’t want it
Transit to help the community to travel throughout the week. Disagree with the last bullet
200 point , for access to parks, nightlife, dinning and tourism
201 This is not a service that Newton County needs! Please don’t bring this here!
202 Newton will become the next dekalb or rockdale county
203 Too much money required. No need for a “Marta”in Covington.
204 Not. Needed
Do not add these services this is a horrible idea I moved here to get away from nonsense like
205 this
206 Newton County DOES NOT NEED THIS
207 Not enough demand to warrant program
208 I'd rather see us offer the service within our county.
209 Transit will bring more crime to Covington,
210 I do not want a transit system
211 only cause more issues which the county can not handle
212 Not enough shopping and restaurants in Covington.
Don’t disagree, but would add that educational opportunities should be a priority- GSU and
213 GPTC
214 I believe public transit will bring transit of unwanted circumstances.
215 I do not think we need mass transit in Newton County.
216 Bad idea
217 Not interested in transit service
218 It's not needed
219 This is a power grab by a liberal BOC
220 No transit! Leave our city as is
221 Do not want transit system in Newton county
222 We do not need a transit system
Not needed. If there was a need a private entity would be looking at it to monetize. Instead of
223 what will likely become taxpayer subsidized transportation
It will only make traffic worse. Covington doesn't have the roads to support transit. Transit
224 services usually bring crime and decline of a desirable area.
the road system in Newton county can not accommodate the traffic now. adding any transit
225 will create more delays within the county for people to access points of interest.
226 I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THIS AREA CAN HANDLE A TRANSIT SYSTEM
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
I moved to the suburbs to have and quiet, peaceful, and quality life. To have a transit system
227 makes it more of an urban environment.
228 WE DONT NEED TRANSIT
229 Unwanted urban spread
230 I just don't think it's necessary
231 I do not want mass bus service in Newton County. It will cause crime to rise
232 Not fond of public transportation. It increases crime
Well I disagree because there's ready too much traffic in the afternoon. If you add anymore
busses other than school busses it would take people twice as long to get home. Newton
county does not need this. It will bring people in and do like Marta did to a lot of places in
233 Atlanta. Cause more crime so no we don't need it
234 Not interested in service
235 Look at the crime rates in cities with public transportation, is that what we want in Newton?
I believe transit services open the Community up for more crime and homelessness would
236 increase.
237 I provide my own transportation.
A transit system would bring more crime into the area. Also, our taxes are too high already and
238 obviously are not being used properly!
239 Don’t need
240 This service is not needed for this area.
241 Newton County will loose it's small town char. And become
242 No transit!
There is nothing in the plan stated that develops safe conditions for bike riding or pedestrians.
sidewalks that do not connect to anything are not useful and do not create safety. I personally
would love to see the Square become a pedestrian zone and motor traffic be diverted around
243 the square. Move in food trucks and kiosks....
If Newton has grown this much, then it has grown too fast. We need to keep a tight rein on a
244 growth explosion because we will lose our local town atmosphere.
245 Disagree
246 Need rail to Atlanta to connect to marta
247 We do not need tax payer fund transportation that will not be utilized
248 Lack infrastructure and taxpayers are already TAXED TO DEATH HERE! Unacceptable
249 i do not want the system in any form
The statement "Provide mobility options for those who are unable to drive and/or do not have
250 access to a car" is too narrow. Those who choose not to drive are also an important segment.
I don't think that Newton needs or wants this. I attended the last meeting and did not find
251 anyone who was in support of mass transit in this county. It is not needed nor is is wanted.
252 We don't the increased population in community.
253 We do not need this in our already over crowded community.
254 Should not be considered until the current infrastructure has been brought up to date.
255 Inviting crime
256 This is not needed
Bus services are in poor taste being in more crime and low income I will not live in a county
257 with this
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Responses to Question 19 – If DISAGREE with transit goals, please provide additional information.
We have enough traffic issues and people moving to our county. More is not needed once
public transportation is offered. Maybe work on cleaning up the camper living in the park and
258 ride lot.

Question 20

Do you agree or disagree with the proposed Long-Term Outcomes?
Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
1
Same worry
2
Not interested
3
Do not need.
4
No transit !!!!
5
We pay to many taxes now
6
Disagree with higher taxes to support
7
Same as above
8
Crime will rise in our community
9
See above
10
Na
11
Same as above
12
Don't waste dollars
13
Don’t want transit in Newton county
I do not believe this would benefit the county in any way. You’re just making criminal more
14
mobile and adding people and increased crime to our county.
15
I do not believe that we need public transports here in Newton County.
16
Don’t see a need for this service
17
We don't want it here.
Long term newton county will be solvent because of terrible leadership and poor money
18
management
19
Leads to big budget issues
Only more crime can come of this. Just look at conyers it's a little atlanta. We don't need
20
transit
21
This isn’t wanted nor needed
22
I dont see the need for this
23
Not needed. Too much growth and not enough infrastructure to handle this influx
24
Don't agree
25
Same reason above
26
Disagree
27
I don’t want any type of mass transit
28
Not good for the community
29
Not necessary
30
We do not need this in Newton County!
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
31
Not needed
Nightlife and tourism? Outside of the square, where else is there? Essential services and jobs?
Newton County can’t draw businesses in. Every deal that promises a “Town Center” is given
permission to rezone and add more housing or the developer can’t fulfill the promises they
32
make.
33
Don’t need mass transit.
34
See above
Tourist buses would be ok. Medical transport like Morgan County uses would be ok. We do not
need a connection with other counties, we currently have enough problems without bussing in
35
more problems
36
Doesn’t need this
37
It isn't needed.
38
We do not want this
39
More congestion and more crime in the long run.
40
See above
41
Bring in public transportation you bring in more crime
42
Who will monitor the affects these changes bring into the community. My answer is still no
43
Minimal, maybe one (1) connection t
44
Do not need
45
We do not need this.
46
Long term the county will start to deprecate do to population and crime.
47
It will only increase crime. Do you want it to be like Atlanta abs Conyers ?!
48
INCREASE CRIME IN NEWTON COUNTY
49
See previous response
50
Not needed
51
Brings in broke people,who live off others taxes
52
See above
53
With all but the dining and entertainment aspect
In theory a transit service sounds beneficial but in practice it would raise taxes & provide
54
another venue for criminals
55
Crime
56
Don’t want it
57
Keep it rural
58
Do not want. More crime would occur from transient flux.
I work all over Atlanta and see mass transit all the time. Most of the time no one is on the
buses or rail. If Marta can't be profitable how in the world can Newton County? I think this will
59
be a huge waste of tax dollars.
60
Not in support of transit system
We do not need mass transit. Transportation companies are available to private citizens as I
61
seen them used daily. We do not need to congest things more.
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
We DO NOT need this in Newton Co. Look at how bad the crime has gotten in Rockdale since
adding public transit. The crime from DeKalb just expanded to Rockdale. The same will happen
62
in Newton. LEAVE THE COUNTY ALONE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
63
Not needed
64
8
65
Do not want it in Newton County.
Please do not bring this here! Our crime will triple. Please don’t endanger the citizens of
66
Newton county!!
Newton County, Covington and Oxford communities will loose their small town charm if a
transit system is developed. I moved from Dekalb County where typically those living in low
income housing used the transit system. When the bus system started to come our
neighborhood became like a slum. I moved to this area to get away from that. If you have
public transportation come to this county there will be a mass exodus of families who don't
want to live near bus lines and the city will become a slum. Please do not do this to Covington.
67
It will be a big mistake and you will regret it.
68
Marta rail needed
69
Bad idea
70
I am opposed to the transit proposal
71
Again private sector business can take care of those that are in need
72
Completely Opposed to bringing Transit to Newton County!
73
We do not need transit in Newton County
74
We don’t need tax payer funded services
75
Public transit is not necessary
76
Do not want transit system
77
It will make the county more trashy.
78
I do not want or need public transportation in Covington or Newton county
79
No
80
Newton county does not need this service
81
It’s going to put people out of business, raise taxes, shuttle in crime.
82
No
83
Nope
84
As above
85
No
86
See other answer
87
Do not allow transportation into parks and dining
88
don't need
89
I don’t care for public transit in Newton County
90
Look at every county that has this:high crime and transients
Taxes are high enough in this county. It’s not the tax payers responsibility to take care of
91
everyone in the county
92
Same as previous response. Long term, Covington and Newton county will look like DeKalb.
93
I feel higher incomes will pass over us
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
94
To much of a future tax burden
95
No need fir this service at all
96
Again, transit connections to Conyers will not result in good public safety in Covington.
97
H he
98
None
99
KEEP YOUR TRANSIT AWAY FROM NEWTON COUNTY
100 Concerns that public transport.might increase criminal activities in area due to ease of access
101 Unneeded o
Bringing in criminals from outside our community is a terrible idea. (with my tax dollars) Stop
102 the madness.
103 Keep it rural and slow. Public transportation brings safety issues and noise
104 Again, this is not necessary.
105 Crap it’s all crap I’m gonna put my house up for sale and leave this place before this happens.
106 Fix existing issues first
107 Jcbaj1987@gmail.com
We do not need to connect to other counties. Rockdale you s a mess. I do not think we need to
108 model ourselves after Rockdale.
109 Same as mentioned to the transportation goals
110 I disagree
111 Support transport by appointment only, minimally funded with tax dollars.
112 Way too vague
113 Bad idea to connect Newton with Conyers. We do not want more crime.
114 People can walk in our small town. DON'T .IMPORT CRIME!!
115 N/A
116 It's not needed
I fear connection with other regional transit systems, specifically those counties included in
117 Metro ATL, could increase crime.
118 Crime and social degradation is NOT something that this city needs.
119 We don’t want another MARTA
Look at Marta, crimes that where once isolated to Atlanta spread with Marta’s expansion. The
120 definition of insanity is repeating the same action with expectations of different results
Covington do not need extra transportation system if Esther transportation system is provided
121 by police and crime rates will go up
122 Long term transit public route transit will bring the city value down
123 This would be a disaster
124 No public transportation
Same as above. We need to yourself housing and amenities in Covington to attract higher
income residents who are now commuting into Newton Co. Not attract a flood of residents
125 who will overwhelm the infrastructure.
126 Please add combatting Global Warming.
127 I think that providing transit for dining and tourism is needed.
128 Crime follows public transit
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
It will bring unwanted elements to our county, I moved out of DeKalb County to get AWAY
129 FROM MARTA!
130 Hell no
Anyone who wants this service is already getting enough of my tax money. Just an excuse to
131 raise taxes on the ones who pay the most!
132 See above
133 We don't need this
134 More crime
135 Do not think transit is needed.
136 Disagree
137 Our county does not need transit system
138 I don't need.
139 We don’t need it
140 Would cause increased taxes and populatio
141 Same.
142 See above reason
143 I picked this area because of the rural feel.
144 See 14
This is going to be unused and a waste. Or it’s going to destroy our unique quiet small town
145 living. Your inviting the masses and we don’t want that.
146 Tax dollars should not be spent on this
You will be providing citizens of out of county to come into our county and utilize our parks
with non of there tax dollars going to pay for anything. I have seen multiple times Henry
county bus at newton county parks.....using our parks when they aren't even a resident of our
county. And with a transportation coming to parks and trails you will run into the same
situation, people from other county's coming into ours not to spend money in our county, but
to utilize our parks and trails, and often causing damage. With non of there money being
147 spent on them
148 Not needed
149 Increase in traffic
I don’t think that it should be accessible to other areas because it will only allow access and
150 increase crime even more in the area
151 Don't want more crome in our county, where transit is, crime is.
152 Do not want services in area
153 Don’t want it
154 Transit is the death of Newton county!
155 See above
We do not need to bring public transportation that comes all the way from Atlanta, lithonia,
156 conyers. It will just bring crime as we have seen in those cities
157 Disagree
158 I simply feel that this service would never make it to me on the eastern end of the county.
159 Don't want MARTA in Newton county
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
information.
160 N/A
161 Please provide more information.
162 Public transportation will bring increased crime from the city
Believe transit transportation would change the dynamics of Newton country and turn it from
a rural, small town into areas like Lawrenceville, Stone Mountain, Decatur that has more crime
163 and less country living.
164 Uber just fine
Same as above. I do like the shuttle idea for locals to use strictly to cut down on parking issues
165 and drinking/driving
166 Bad choice! Don't do it!
167 Just brings more crime
168 Dont need
169 Do not need
170 I don’t think our county needs a transit service
171 Too great expense to tax payers
172 No. I pay enough in taxes already. It’s not the biggest issue that needs to be addressed.
173 Transit bring trouble
174 Why would you move out here if you don't have a car
175 Public transportation brings crime and lowers property values
176 Do not add a bus line to newton county
177 We do not need public transportation in Newton County
178 Same as above
179 No need excuse for higher taxes.
180 Do not need or want a transit system
181 Don’t want transit here
182 We don’t need that here , just look at Gwinnett Cobb and dakalb county
183 Do not want it
184 Not necessary
185 I do not believe that a mass transit system is necessary
186 Don’t want services
187 We don't need transit
188 No transit brings nothing but crime
189 People will not leave their cars.
190 Don't want it
191 Waste of money
192 Not
193 Don’t need it
194 We do not need transit. Area overly populated as is.
195 Don’t want it
196 Place comments in question 17
197 This is only going to increase crime! Please don’t do this!
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Responses to Question 20 – If DISAGREE with Long-Term Outcomes, please provide additional
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198 Newton will become the next dekalb or rockdale county
199 Too much money. Downtown is already congested.
200 Not needed
201 Nooooooo
202 Newton County DOES NOT NEED THIS
The issue that needs to be addressed would also be surface streets need widening for the
203 increasEd traffic and more expressway exits need to be added
204 Not enough demand to warrant program
205 I'd rather see us offer the service within our county.
206 Transit will bring more crime to Covington
207 I do not want a transit system
208 reminds me of Marta which only creates problems
209 Transit not needed as of yet.
210 This will mobilize crime
211 Bad idea
212 No transit service
213 It's not needed
There are services for people in need. Newton county doesn’t need mass transit. It will bring
214 crime and poverty with it. Keep our county safe and stop this madness with our tax dollars!
215 Do not want
216 Do not want transit system in Newton county
217 We do not need this in Covington
218 No
It will only make traffic worse. Covington doesn't have the roads to support transit. Transit
services usually bring crime and decline of a desirable area. I personally would find other
219 places to go for shopping, dining and activities if Covington brings in a transit system
First off, i dont want anyone monitoring my trip trends. it takes minimum of 16 minutes to go
from my house to the Square now. with the overwhelming growth to Newton Co a transit
220 system will add traffic, not ease traffic
221 WE DONT NEED TRANSIT
222 Unwanted urban spread
223 Not a great need
224 No bus service in Newton County
225 Not fond of public transportation.
226 NO IT'S NOT GOING TO WORK
227 Not interested in service
228 See last comment
229 Covingtons Crime rate will increase dramatically.
230 Not needed.
231 We DON’T WANT ANY TRANSIT!!!!
232 Don’t need
233 None of this is necessary.
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Newton County, Covington and Oxford communities will loose their small town charm if a
transit system is developed. I moved from Dekalb County where typically those living in low
income housing used the transit system. When the bus system started to come by our
neighboor, our neighborhood became like a slum. I moved to this area to get away from that.
If you have public transportation come to this county there will be a mass exodus of families
who don't want to live near bus lines and the city will become a slum. Please do not do this to
234 Covington. It will be a big mistake and you will regret it.
235 No transit!
236 see above - needs to include walking and bike trails as a feasible transport for local travel
I don't feel Newton County is in need of mass transit. At the very most, I think perhaps local
transit within the county would be the best alternative. Too much transit coming into the
237 county will not bring in quality of people, only quanity.
238 Disagree
239 I don’t think it’s the county’s job to provide transportation
240 Do not need this
241 Unacceptable
it would be a burden on taxpayers. a great percentage of our residents are renters and would
242 abuse the system.it would also bring crime to the county. i have never seen one yet that didn't
243 I dont want transit
Mass Transit is not needed in this county. It will harm the community and would not be good
244 for the small town that we all enjoy.
245 I don't like the direction this community is going with more development.
246 We do not need this in our already overcrowded community.
Again, fix what we have before making life harder on the hard working citizens of newton
247 County.
248 Transit moves crime in
249 Additional Long-Term outcome would be increased traffic and crime
250 Do not want
251
Maybe work on cleaning up the camper living in the park and ride lot.
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Question 22

Please share any additional comments or considerations you may have regarding the Newton County
Transit Master Plan.
Responses to Question 22 – Additional comments or considerations regarding the Transit Master Plan
1
Again, crime is increasing already and unfortunately with public transit you will get more!
2
Not interested in a transit plan in Newton County
Stop it now ! No one wants Newton county to turn into conyers etc !!!! Stop the low income
3
housing !!
4
This will further ruining Newton County.
Trolley or some sort of transportation from the Covington square to Porterdale and Oxford to
5
allow easy access to restaurants and shopping in those areas
6
Don't waste dollars
Do not bring this here! Please look at the crime statistics of every county that currently has transit
service. Please look at how their crime rates tripled when they added this. Do not bring this to
7
Newton!
In the last survey, there were a lot more people who said that they did not want public
transportation compared to those that did want it with no hesitation. There are transportation
companies already that can provide needed transportation for those without a car, including
transportation to medical appointments. Newton County does not need public transportation &
8
should not move forward with developing a public transit system at this time.
9
Designated bus lanes could also help ease congestion and incentivize bus travel.
Take this plan and throw it in the garbage. Transit is going to be the death of newton county with
such a major rise in violent crimes. Conyers is the perfect example. Do you really want beautiful
Covington to be in the same class as conyers? Firefighters there have to wear bulletproof vest on
10
some calls for God's sake. Do you really want that here like come on.
11
Don’t want it.
12
Too much free stuff people should work
13
We do not need it.
14
No
15
I don’t want any mass transit in Newton county
16
Bad idea!
17
Newton County does not need this!
18
We are not Rockdale or Dekalb county yet. If you do this, we will be. Not good.
Newton County can’t manage the budget and resources we have (ie: Waste Authority). It will be
something else the county pours money into for just a few people. They will have some group or
person come in who doesn’t know anything about transportation or transit and give another
19
reason to raise taxes.
This is not needed and tax payers can’t afford the annual upkeep. That dangling carrot of federal
20
dollars is not a yearly thing. Just say no!!!!
21
Do no want anything like Marta coming here bringing crime
22
Keep in within Newton County and don’t extend to other counties which will only cause problems.
23
I don’t think Covington needs anything like this
24
Parks and bike trails are good. We don't need public transportation here.
25
I think it’s too soon for us to get public transit.
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Responses to Question 22 – Additional comments or considerations regarding the Transit Master Plan
Newton county needs to take care of their inter-structure before they add on additional burdens.
Salem Road has been in the proposal of widening for over five years it takes me over 30 minutes
to go down Salem Road to get to I 20 if you place a bus on Salem Road at this current time you
26
would only cause more delays
If we are able to get a fixed route in Covington it would eliminate a lot of the traffic which has
27
gotten horrible.
I suggest paying attention to those who truly need the transportation assistance, the public
28
housing locations, senior citizen living. They need to be able to go to grocery/Doctors etc.
not enough information is being provided, if implement seniors should ride for free and not tax
29
increase on seniors for this service. nothing mentioned about the seniors
30
No buses
Interested in receiving more information. Supportive of receiving future surveys for community
development.
31
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
40

41

Interested in serving on youth committee and to help where possible. Thank you for what you’re
doing for our community. Stay encouraged.
I do not want the transit system in Newton county. I knew we didn't have the system when I
moved to the community and I wanted to remain that way.
Do not need transit service in Newton county. This service invites people who commit crime to
come to our community.
revitalize existing train tracks to facilitate rail transit...step up into the 21st century for cryin out
loud...
This is unnecessary. This is not needed, This will bring crime. This will bring unwanted guest. This
will put more population in our air, making air quality worse. Will bring traffic to be delayed with
their stops. It's just not necessary. We have 111,700 in population, this is inviting more and more
people to our quiet, nice small town. In which this transit will take that away. People have the
ways to get around town without a big bus riding around on our small town streets.
Population will increase. Crime will increase. And taxes will go up while your house value will go
down. Not a good idea.
need more pedestrian friendly roads
Thank you putting these plans together. Transportation is much needed in this County. Im looking
forward to its implementation.
Transit is desperately needed, particularly for our low-income population. Would be a gamechanger for people who are currently walking to work
More sidewalks and pedestrian ways. Express stop in Covington would be cool
An low income very fixed income elderly woman rents from me who imposes her transportation
needs on me. I'm approaching an elderly age myself. I can't think of anything else to do for our
elderly people who NEEDS transport. I see this as very vital. Also coupons could be utilized to
help save money � for elderly citizens.
Sidewalks that do not connect to anything do not improve pedestrian safety
Rapid bus transit that connects to Marta rail would be awesome

42
43

Transit to the airport would be very beneficial - parking at airport is very expensive
If you want crime and homelessness to increase than yes this is a good plan. Do the research
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Responses to Question 22 – Additional comments or considerations regarding the Transit Master Plan
44
Happy to see this
45
Senior residents of Newton County should get a discounted fees/fares
46
It's needed. BEAUTIFUL City to Enjoy Especially Intown Restaurants Great food.
For local commuting, trams would be best. Buses slow traffic and the traffic in Covington is
47
getting worse by the day.
48
INCREASE CRIME IN NEWTON COUNTY
49
Not every change is good.
50
The only transit plan needed is to increase the mass transit to points toward Atlanta
1) A fixed route plan is NOT likely to work for Seniors & Disabled who can't walk to the Transit/Bus
Stop. 2) I still don't see any plans for "trails" or sidewalks that could accommodate biking,
sidewalks, walking, and golfcart transportation options. 3) The Kirkland and Salem Road Corridors
have multiple developments under construction that could benefit. That could reduce traffic
51
congestion and emissions.
52
Would help young people get jobs where they can’t because of transportation
53
Need to be able to consider older age with assist for handicapped
54
Omg, we dont want what Dekalb has. If you like busses move
55
Need more information about it
With a Transit system there will probably be an increase in apartments being built, an influx of
56
undesirables because Newton would be more accessible.
In theory a local transit service sounds beneficial. In practice it would raise taxes & provide
57
another venue for criminals to expand their activities.
58
N/A
Once you begin transit, it becomes a big city, congested. Newton county is farmland. We don’t
59
need transit
Things like this is making Covington/newton less desirable for the people and families that made
newton a great place to live to begin with. People who want things like this are simply making
60
Newton a place they were trying to escape from.
61
Having mass transit will bring big city crime with it. No thank you.
62
What is it going to cost the taxpayer!
Why create such a huge tax burden for such a small county when larger counties like Fulton and
63
Gwinnett are unsuccessful?
Have pick up/drop off spots off the roadway so not to impair the flow of traffic. Transit drivers
understand that all other drivers have the right of way and do not drive in the left lane, even to
64
get to the next exit on the interstate. Buses need to stay in the right lane.
65
Special events like July 4th has extreme need for transit and handicap access.
You ask questions saying “do you agree with the county providing services to meet people’s
needs”, but services are available that do not require all the extra cost to taxpayers and increase
the congestion we already have in this small town. People do not live here with the thought we
66
will have a bus system.
The circular route enabling transportation in and out of downtown Covington seems like a good
67
idea (convenience for entertainment, night life, and easing parking congestion on the square)
Public Transit is NOT NEEDED in Newton Co. The college already has public transit for college
students to various areas and public transit will only breed more crime and lower housing prices.
68
THIS IS A STATISTICALLY PROVEN FACT.
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69
Not needed
It'll be nice to see the city have more transport past cars! I am no longer able to drive but need to
come to GPTC weekly for classes and it is hard. Busses, cabs and side walk expansion would make
70
commuting easier.
We do not need this in Newton County. The beauty of Newton County without all the big city is
71
wonderful. If I wanted all of this I would have moved to Atlanta. Please do not pass.
Please do not bring this here! Our crime will triple. Please don’t endanger the citizens of Newton
county!! This will increase traffic, we do not have the infrastructure for this! It will put more stress
on our roads with the large vehicles. Put more stress on our law enforcement. It will also allow
72
easy access for criminals.
Newton County will become like an inner city slum, crime will go up and, decent law-abiding
73
citizens will quickly find someplace else to live, including me.
I see no reason for the county to use tax dollars to provide a service that is not needed by the
74
majority. This is better left for the private sector to provide.
My husband and I and everyone we know in Newton County are Opposed to Transit in Newton
75
County!
My concern is with crime by opening up a transit area that gives a access to the city will increase
the crime in the area because there is transportation to and from with that being said I think the
hours that the transit servicing run should be weekday mid day but weekend should not be
76
included unless it’s in the middle of the day
77
We do not need tax payer funded transportation services.
Some people choose to not own a car. I believe in the future that number of people will multiply.
And public transport can change lives for the better by making services and learning institutes
78
accessible.
Public transit will bring more crime, more traffic and higher taxes. Newton county does not need
79
public transit
80
We do not need or want a transit system
81
Stop trying to make this happen!
82
This transit isn’t wanted or needed in Newton county.
83
Do not want.
84
Newton county does not need this service
85
Trash it. We don’t want this. The data shows this fact.
86
Public transit systems drive up crime! I am absolutely against it!
This will not eliminate vehicles. There is plenty of people coming in this town. There are many
87
medical transports around.
88
Transportation should be provided all throughout the county
I believe the transit system would be a positive for the county. A Marta train rail would also be
89
needed
90
No additional comments
91
It is needed as not everyone can afford rideshare
Newton County is already congested enough and I feel this will only bring in more people to
92
commit crimes.
93
This is a good idea not everyone has their own transportation.
Transportation to jobs, grocery stores, health facilities, newly developed malls and restaurants
94
are key for lower income individuals. I really don’t understand why Newton county has no transit
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system in place.

For information on an excellent transit system please contact the Mass Transportation Authority
in Flint, Michigan. They have local transit, regional transit and the “Your Ride” program
(Wellness Program) too. This is an award winning transit system that has served their community
well for years. Call them at the following number: (810) 767-0100.
Transit should provide a transportation option that provides similar accessibility to driving. This
means frequent & reliable service, hours that extend into late night, and easy fare payment that
connects to other regional systems.

Please work with Xpress to expand regional bus options, and to make the Xpress system an all-day
7-days-a-week service.

95

Consider how transit oriented development can creatively and sustainably develop Newton
County, and potentially be a pay-for for some of these transit services.
Transit should provide a transportation option that provides similar accessibility to driving. This
means frequent & reliable service, hours that extend into late night, and easy fare payment that
connects to other regional systems.

Please work with Xpress to expand regional bus options, and to make the Xpress system an all-day
7-days-a-week service.
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Consider how transit oriented development can creatively and sustainably develop Newton
County, and potentially be a pay-for for some of these transit services.
Against newton county transit plan
global climate requires fossil fuel cars off our roads. A road tax would help pay for a transit
system, Higher fuel taxes
We need to have transportation in Newton
None
We are badly in need of this for the seniors and low income in our community. Also for tourists.
I think this is a great plan that has been long overdue. With Newton County being so far out, it is
really inconvenient to those who have no transportation. I hope it materializes.
I do not support this
need busses here in covington
Transit will just bring more crime to the area. It’s a fact look at the counties that have it.
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Disabled and similar citizens left without access to outside sources with a reasonable cost are
likely going to drive citizens away. when it costs more to live and get to work than you make
effectively the county will continue to see a decline. I can't even get to the social security office to
update my case that's pending judicial review and further fueling the low income. transportation
is a start to improve but unless implemented sooner than later it's likely many current citizens will
106 be forced out from exceeded cost of living.
107 Low income seniors, disabled veterans and retired tax payers ~
I believe that many current residents will leave Newton county immediately rather than stay and
108 watch the county destroy itself.
This plan is designed to increase instead of decrease traffic in congested areas while eliminating
traffic for the benefit of those that live in historic downtown areas of the county. The buses
would definitely be in the Brown Bridge Salem Road area and it cannot contain that. The county
has already inundated that area with unnecessary businesses that are already in the area (ex. car
washes less than mile apart, gas stations, etc), Build more in outer areas and stop squeezing in
already congested areas and I may be in agreement. It won't alleviate the problem but will add to
it by widening roads which in turn eliminates property thus causing homes for sale on main roads;
more littering on roads that the county doesn't clean but we pay taxes for yet other areas are
109 done. Equity in all in all things in Newton County and I can see the need.
110 If you want more then you work for it But a lot of people think this world owes them something
111 More information needed
Thank you Newton Co for recognizing the need and advantages of transportation to the economy
112 and livelihood of our residents.
Please do not create a plan that only provides services within the city limits. This plan needs to
address the needs of the entire county as well as provides a link to other counties for increased
113 school and work opportunities.
114 Lets work on widen the roads to meet the demand for transits first .
This is not needed. Newton is already over crowded and we don’t need to bus folks in and out.
Conyers is a mess and Newton is headed that way. Need to stay the small town that makes this a
115 beautiful city and destination.
116 Creating a disaster for our small quiet town
I think a transit system within the the city limits would be a good place to start, then expand from
117 that point. Also maybe timed routes to factories with in the county. Also to the hospital.
Don’t provide a transit system that connects Covington with Rockdale and Dekalb. You’ll be
118 pushing more Newton residents to leave and move further East to safer environs.
Excited to see transit opportunities. Please have covered transit stops to protect riders from the
119 outdoor elements
120 Need to know the people that will need this service and cater toward them.
121 Live 50 miles from Newton county does apply thank you
Keep your transit out of newton county, if you keep trying to implement these type of unwanted
ideas and tax burdens on the residents you will start loosing residents, people do not like to fund
122 bad ideas that serve no benefits to them.
123 Crime rate might increase
124 I think every county needs transit, save pollution
125 It's a total waste of money and resources!
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Public transportation brings noise, pollution and safety issues. People move here to get away
126 from those issues now you want to bring them here.
I could possibly understand a very limited, local loop from Oxford College to Downtown Square
127 area. LIMITED & LOCAL only. I strongly do not support transit outside of this limited approach.
I think it’s crap! Y’all don’t do nothing about the taxes in this county that we have to pay but u all
worried about some stupid transit….y need to have the people filming out here pay some of these
taxes so people can afford to live here! Transit NO way if we worry about how someone comes
128 and goes next they’ll expect a check from this county too!
129 Newton county is now have growth up to be a popular city for living
Please check www.zip-codes.com/county/ga-newton.asp to confirm the population total in Zip
130 Code 30015
Implementing and supporting ride share in Newton County should be included in transit plans.
The flexibility in destination and timing is important. Also destinations such as the Atlanta airport
131 and entertainment venues would benefit those of us living in Newton county
Fix the roads we already have before screwing newton County citizens even more. If the transit is
132 put in place my family will leave newton.
133 None at this time
I think that the Newton county transit plan master plan is a great idea and is really needed. I do
not have access to a vehicle at the moment and its very difficult for me to get around to the
places that I need to and Lyft and uber is expensive and dangerous. Im really looking forward to
134 this transit plan and fully support it.
135 I do not think mass transit is a good option for Newton County. I am against it
136 I think this would be great for my mom and sister. Right now I am their primary transportation.
Looking forward to this coming to pass. It will provide accessibility for many in the community
137 and hopefully ease traffic congestion.
138 This will not be a positive move for this county.
County tax dollars should be spent on life services instead of turning our county into surrounding
139 counties which are seeing a mass exodus.
140 How did you all get my cell phone number?
141 Is it for the entire Newton county or only downtown Covington TN
142 Please have the bus service come to the county. I live by 212 n 36
The plan is way too vague
We currently have no room for more busses, etc
143
144
145
146
147

Current traffic has increased and road construction here seems to take longer than any other
places I have lived
Bus locations that are accessible to all communities
Roads needs to be widened before a transit line is established like Marta. Traffic is already
congested and adding a bus line in most areas would be devastating to traffic.
The Newton County Sheriff’s Dept already has more crime than it is able to manage. Do not
connect Newton with Conyers.
Bussing and public transportation ALWAYS brings higher crime. Don't trade tax dollars for public
safety. Our children live here!
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Need to address pedestrian traffic as paved shoulders and sidewalks will reduce the need and
148 thus the cost for short hop transit.
149 That be great thing to do
150 Don’t need it in covington
I grow up in Newton , it about time we move ahead , there are so many people moving to Newton
151 county and we need to make some changes .
No doubt there are areas within our region that would benefit from varies types of a transit
system. I would definite love to see a trolly type established to lessen congestion and parking on
152 streets in Covington during special events on The Square!
There should be service that connects to MARTA or MARTA services need to be extended into
153 Newton County.
I worked in Atlanta for years as Marta expanded and crime travels on public transit. Pan handlers
come up with bus/tram fair to travel to richer neighborhoods to beg, link with rockdale county
and the elements that stole/steal so much merchandise that bestbuy relocated and the majority
of the storefronts closed and abandon stonecrest mall will hope a bus to come rob us. I live
outside of Atlanta because I don’t want to deal with Atlanta living conditions(high crime and
endless amounts of vagrants panhandling at every intersection) my property taxes increase every
year and enough is enough. No transit, it’s bad enough to know those of us who work fund those
who refuse to through income taxes, where does it end? People need to be taught self reliance
and their own efforts reward THEMSELVES, not others who don’t apply effort. If transit is forced
154 upon newton county there needs to be a bus stop place in front of ever board members home
The MULTIPLE multi-housing units (apartments) were “slid” in and “approved” (which doesn’t add
to the tax revenue that the city is after).
Now, we’re looking at bringing in “mass transit” which has a PROVEN track record to usher in
“thuggish” crime (case in point, study Downtown Atlanta). We are NOT equipped to handle these
situations (study Avondale and other parts of Dekalb County).
155
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Between these and the astronomical utilities rates, this is why there’s starting to be a “mass
exodus” in the heart of our city.
Do not bring MARTA out here.
If crime begins to increase will adjustments be made appropriately?
Personal I like living in Covington without public transportation. This was one of the reasons for
moving out here.. However, if more people find public transportation necessary I could live with
it.
How are my property taxes affected by this proposal what is the impact placed onto seniors
Transit systems will increase crime rate and bring the value of the community down I know as I’m
a retired Dekalb County officer
This would be the worst thing to happen to Newton county. We already have people moving out
in droves. This would escalate that tremendously.
Street Locations or Routes
Why the rush to accelerate sprawl? Covington is not metro Atlanta. Preserve the unique character
and put money toward higher quality internal services, not accelerated urbanization.
I will campaign against any commissioner who supports mass transit / public transit of any sort.
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Newton county has not only become more popular (for non-residents) but many of residents,
including myself, work in the metro Atlanta area. Traffic is always an issue, so if we were
165 connected through transit, that would help many of us out tremendously.
In light of Global Warming maybe we could get some cars off the road. Consider electric buses
166 (Emory uses them)
167 None
I'm from NY City where we take public transportation to almost every where we need to go.
Therefore, I see the necessity to support Newton County with a well supported and adequately
financed public transportation system to satisfy the residents and address environmental
168 concerns.
169 N/A
There are many people who do not have there own transportation this will really benefit them. If
this comes to Newton it will lighten the load of unemployment because more people will have a
way to those 6:30-6:30 job or those 7:00-7:00. There should be bus stops at General Mills there
170 should be one at Bard there should be one near Nissbo and near Walmart
I am sure many people might need this in order to go places in the county. I just do not want a
transit like marta that can bring the criminal element to our town like other towns have
171 experienced.
172 Listen to the voters!!! We DO NOT NEED A TRANSIT IN NEWTON COUNTY!
173 You need to quit trying to make this county like Atlanta
174 N/a
175 This is not needed! Stop trying to spend money you know is not their to spend
O don't need this service personally. I do think there are many people who do it, which is why I
176 took the survey. I don't want property taxes to go up in order to provide this service.
177 Not at this time
178 Needed for jobs in the community
Newton County isn't prepared to deal with all the problems Public Transit would present.
Therefore my vote is against adding Public Transit.
As a long time resident of Newton County, I fear Newton County would lose the small town
appeal. Further more a mass expansion in Public Transit would bring unwanted appeal from
people who are accustomed to the larger City life, add to traffic woes during school and commute
hours and welcome a rise in crime rates overall.
Also, If this expansion were to happen it wouldn't be very long before the City Council would
present a motion to raise taxes in order to repair public roads and add law enforcement officers
to public safety. This thinking is backwards.
Therefore I propose a plan to raise funding before adding Public Transit. By placing a plan in
motion to foresee any potential problems we will move this government and its citizens forward!
179

Note: On a much smaller scale my vote is for the provision and regulation of door to door medical
transit and/or Xpress transportation to and from Atlanta Marta Rail Stations.
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Thank you
Covington and Conyers is growing some people don’t have transportation this could help with
employment for at a affordable rate
Although, I do agree the plan could be beneficial for many, I have one major concern. Who will be
responsible for the safety of the citizens? Who will monitor the foot traffic & help prevent crime
in areas where the public transportation is provided?
This entire project has is a gigantic waste of time and money
There's a definite need for this service
Public transportation often brings crime to areas. What crime prevention measures will be put in
place?
Limited transit hours may help cut additional crimes.
None
We need to work with Rockdale and DeKalb county in bring the train closer
TRASH is everywhere and the county is looking like no one CARES. Buses would make Newton
county look like Lithonia...BAD
Our tax rates are already through the roof. Is this a publicity funded program or will it operate
within its own budget? Having a transportation system that loses money is not a service it’s a
burden.
Property taxes are already too high and can’t afford higher taxes since live on a fixed income
I would need to understand how much this is going to cost and who is going to pay for it.
Hurry with it!!
I don't want to see big buses stopping blocking roadways
Don't want it
A transit system will destroy the suburban life style.
I really hope Newton County can make this happen!!
This is such a waste. It will not get the individual use this needed for to support it. It’s moving a
monorail to the country…no one wants it, needs it and will bring more population and crime and
population to our town. Please keep your transit in Gwinnett, Atlanta, DeKalb and others. We’re
full.
Mass transit will degrade a city/county every time. Do your homework!!!
How about taking a serious approach to widening Salem rd along with The exit ramp Almond rd
More parking lots need to be added to accommodate Xpress Bus stops that connect in conyers.
Also should connect with Gwinnett. If the goal is also to keep residents in Newton County fullservice transportation options to reach jobs needs to be implemented. I do not want bus stops on
every street corner. People can use rude share like Lyft/Uber to get to bus parking stops.
No transit
Elderly care is becoming more of an issue with fixed low income citizens. Most of these people are
locked at home because of lack of transportation to Dr appointment, grocery, entertainment, and
day to day activities. An affordable low cost transportation system is such a wonderful thing to
do!
Include the new Covington town center
Don’t want or need it. Just adds to traffic and crime
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Eliminate this idea immediately and DO NOT let Newton County become an extension of atlanta
205 slums
Progressive City's have transportation. This City is making progress but more is needed. Traffic is
becoming a problem and issues need solutions. Starting with very low fares and increasing over
206 time.
207 None
No need for this service. I’m tired of paying for services that I never receive - reliable internet and
208 cell service is still needed on my end of the county. Not trying to be negative - just realistic.
We don’t need any public transportation in Newton county because with public transportation
209 then comes crime.
We need transit transportation Covington is building so many house and they need to widening
210 the roads especially Salem road
211 I am not agreeing to transit transportation in Newton county
212 Nothing new to add
This plan should not.be considered at all! Ride share has been working for those who need it. I
don't think at the demand for ridership out weighs those who don't need it. I don't think that the
majority of Newton County Citizens are aware of this Plan! How did you reach out to the citizens?
213 Let the people vote on this issue! Put it on the ballot!
Most do not live or move to Newton county because they want the "night life" or other things
cities offer. They come for the rural, country living. As more of the "city aspects" move into
214 Covington and the area, the more citizens we see moving out because it is loosing it's charm.
215 Transit it needed to grow the economy of our community
216 I think it would be disastrous for transit to come to Newton County
At this time I do drive however there are others in my household that doesn't have transportation
217 at this time and Transit Services would be helpful.
218 Airport shuttle service would be the most beneficial to my family
This is the first I’m hearing of this service and it gives me a bit of concern having lived in Savannah,
Ga for several years. The shuttle trolleys added to congestion and slowing down traffic rather
than alleviating it. Wouldn’t it make more sense to come up with a transportation solution that
219 didn’t rely on the road system? Perhaps some sort of light rail or something of that nature.
220 Is there a way to bring Marta to Covington?
221 See previous comments. I’m against it. Wholeheartedly.
222 How did you get my information and who give you permission to send out these surveys?
223 Good idea
Address congestion pinch points in traffic. A great SR81 / 278 intersection. With new Chick-fil-A
location traffic has increased dramatically. Quick trip location MUST change exit onto SR81 a
RIGHT TURN ONLY. People dangerously make left turn exits towards Oxford- crossing 4 lanes of
224 traffic and bottle-necking traffic flow.
225 We donot need publix transport in Covington period.
It's been needed a long time most jobs are in the city, traffic is starting to get bad coming 20 East,
will cut traffic and it
226

will offer better jobs to Newton residents that dont have personal transportation to giving them
better financial choices for their families
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The number of citizens is rapidly increasing in the county. Safe and effective means of
transportation which would not contribute to additional traffic in the area of the square would
serve citizens of Newton county more effectively. Consider proposals for foot traffic only on the
227 Square.
My only issue with Public Transit is allowing Marta to make its way out here. I don't agree with it.
Conyers/Covington is one of the reason for moving out here. Because Marta did not service the
228 area. I'm in agreement with any transit plan other than Marta.
229 It needs full mass transit.
230 I do not think Newton county needs a transit service.
I think it great that some public transportation is being considered for this growing county. While I
would welcome the transportation but would not want to see county congested with with buses. I
231 like/Enjoy the county as it is. Weekdays n Limited Saturday puplic transportation No Sundays. .
232 Transit and high-end restaurants are needed
I think it a great idea for transportation to downtown Covington, because it's a great place to go.
233 The elderly would be able to get out and enjoy downtown if they don't have transportation.
I really would not need any transit for myself but if I did a to use any transit a park and ride would
234 be great for a commute into Midtown if ever needed
Covington needs a bus going downtown each weekday.
Traffic is heavy and stressful on I-20
235
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I could catch the train to buckhead at civic center marta.
Crime
Things like this is why I’m moving out of Newton after 25 years of being here
Where's the money coming from?
I do not want to see mass transit in Newton County.
I like available & convenient transit over more highways and the destruction that brings. Keep
Newton County green, not asphalt black!
Eldely are in need of all help.
Public transportation brings crime and lowers property values. Taxes would need to increase to
help support this plan. I’m not for this idea.
I agree with this service if the taxes and fees don't get out of control for the tax payers
I personally have the ability to drive into town so local trips are not an issue. However, my
daughter and grandchildren are in LA and I need transportation to the airport. In researching
online, I didn’t see any taxis, etc. that would run from Oxford to the Airport.
I have foster children who could benefit from a transit system.
DO NOT WANT THIS
It is a waste of time and money
Include the planning of future development.
I was born and raised here we don’t need public transportation we need to focus on better school
system and medical facilities plus police protection
Banes needs to be removed from office immediately and prosecuted for his crimes of using the
county p card for personal use.
I feel there will be additional crime with transportation
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252 Transit for tutorism maybe needed, but day to day.
If I wanted to live in the big city I would move there. All this will do is drag newton county farther
253 down.
254 NO TRANSIT
Quit trying to waste money. County government screwed up the solid waste system proving that
255 they can't run anything and can't be trusted.
256 I will very loudly oppose this plan.
257 What is the environmental impact on the community?
We need more sidewalks!! More transportation is great but we need more sidewalks and bike
258 lanes for people who choose to walk to where they need to go.
I only want transit to assist with traffic for throughout the week not the weekend and not to
259 destroy the small town feel to our parks, dinning, nightlife and tourism
Support depends on if the transit system will be self supporting or if county taxes would find the
260 program. The need is not great enough for me to support raising taxes.
Please don’t bring this here! We do not need this service! Please help keep our community safe!
This will only increase crime! Just ask Dekalb and Rockdale counties! This dramatically increased
261 their crime!
Very bad idea. Traffic is bad enough. Already stay away from square due to the traffic it has.
Transit will move us 8n the direction of dekalb and rockdale. If that is your goal. People will move
262 away and less desirable people will move in
Mass transit has been on the decline for years, all over the country. NYC subway system
Was shut down because the subway was a Super Spreader of viruses. Marta had to shut down as
well. Currently the NYC subway is only operating at 40% of previous highs. Marta has not
reinstated bus routes yet. Nationwide surveys show that people are avoiding mass transit in favor
of buying used cars. COVID cases and hospitalizations are peaking again with the Delta variant and
Lambda right behind it. Which further discourages people from Mass Transit. The black male life
expectancy has shortened by 3 years and likely to decrease even more. Other mutations of COVID
are expected. Which will result in a further decrease in ridership on Mass Transit.
263
264
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Mass Transit is a Super Spreader of viruses and diseases.
i would like to see the proposed routes to see if they would be accessible for me
My primary interests are in regional connectivity (versus local routes)
Transit pickups (to/back) can be at major grocery store sites to ride into Covington Square,
Conyers, Home Depot/Lowe’s/Walmart. This way there is plenty of parking You can also have an
Express bus round trip to run from Kroger/Newton Crossing (Brown Bridge Rd Hwy 2O S, to/from
Publix (Salem Rd), to/from Walmart and go into Covington Square for people in zip code 30016.
Many subdivisions out here with new one so being built each month.
We do not want to be compacted like a Gwinnette County or Fulton, or Dekalb. That is why we
live out here for space. Having this will only bring more and more people, we are FULL. Go
somewhere else, go to Conyers to do this go to Stone Mountain to do this, we don't want it or
need it. We are small community that realize on the small town to raise families and keep a
simpler life. The County is forcing a new lifestyle on us residents that is not desired. This will solely
help one portion of Newton residents. This is NOT needed.
This is a much needed service for people without access to their own car
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269 It mug be affordable with wheel chair access
270 This something that I myself have been thinking about doing for a few years. I am a 15 year driver.
MARTA can not self support operations. Little Newton County does not have enough demand.
271 Support Senior Citizen Transport.... but.... it is needed for a few but under-utilized
272 rghgjhkhjgh
273 Create a better entrance/exit at I-20 on Turner and 278. NO TINY traffic circles.
274 DO NOT want these changes. I f you want these services, move to another county.
275 Downtown Covington is a very low priority location
276 Would like to see Newton county stay rural.
277 Bad idea
I am not disabled, but door to door services would help accommodate this population. such as
278 Marta paratransit services.
I am disabled and dependable transportation to medical appointments and doing errands
279 whether getting groceries, etc. is a must.
I strongly oppose any transit at all! Keep Newton safe and a great place to live. Quit destroying
our communities with apartments and special projects costing us taxpayer dollars. We’re sick of
280 it.
281 NO TRANSIT!
282 Do not want…..will bring more crime into the county
283 We do not need this in Covington!!!!
Concerned about safety. Concerned roads will be more congested with the stop and go of a
transit system. Concerned Covington will lose its charm. I personally will find another place to do
my shopping, dining out, and activities if a transit system is brought in. If I enjoyed that sort of
284 thing I would go to lithonia or atlanta.
285 If possible, include Porterdale.
A comprehensive transportation system would allow access to employment, higher
education/trade schools, shopping for goods and services, and will give availability to persons
who do not have a car, and/or cannot drive due to medical or mobility issues. This would also be
286 an economic boon to the county as it pertains to commerce and tourism.
Most circulator systems (trolleys) appear to be free to ride - I think the reasoning for this is a mix
of incentivizing riding and speeding up the trip to reduce headway. For a circulator, there should
be multiple buses running the same route and no schedule - the route should be short and the
287 circuit should be made quickly to reduce passenger waits at stops.
work on the the road infrastructure first to accommodate traffic now, before adding more issues
288 with potential transit stops.
I BELIEVE THAT A UNIFORM TRANSIT SYSTEM WILL CAUSE UNDUE CONGESTION AND BRING AN
INFLUX OF MORE TRANSIENT RESIDENTS THAN STABLE HOMEOWNERS WITH A VESTED INTREST
289 IN THE COMMUNITY.
No increased property tax for the City of Covington. The current taxes are extremely high. Transit
290 Plan is great for the community as long as taxes aren't increased.
My concern is about the cost of providing transit. I am fearful that the transit cost would be
double to the taxpayers if the school system is providing buses and we have public transit. Is there
291 some way the school system could use public transit to underwrite part of the cost?
292 Don't want it. I may have to relocate to another county.
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Although I am not in need of transit services, through my place of employment, I have seen many
families that would benefit from transit services. There is currently no reliable transit system for
those who do not have a car and therefore they are unable to get to appointments that support
their physical and mental health. We have attempted to use taxis, Uber and Lyft and are most of
293 the time unsuccessful in getting families transportation to services.
294 Please, need some focus on west Newton
295 We don't want transit services
You are starting to Increase crime. Implement sidewalks program throughout the county if you
296 must.
297 NO TRANSIT LINE
298 I am just happy to see transportation plans in progress
299 Don't do it!
300 Newton County Public Transportation is a must in order to sustain growth and business attraction
301 Would have to read the details of a plan
302 Do not ruin our wonderful county with a transit system!!!!!
303 Newton County needs this very much and it would help bring more economy to this area.
I thank for hearing my voice. We are building more homes and people are moving into our
304 Community. This Master gives me hope. We are heading in the right direction.
DON'T DO IT. IT WILL DESTROY THE COUNTY AND WILL BECOME A HAVEN FOR LOW INCOME,
DRUGS, HIGH CRIME AND MORE PUBLIC HOUSING TO ACCOMMODATE THOSE PEOPLE WHO
305 DON'T CARE ABOUT KEEPING OUR COUNTY A NICE PLACE TO LIVE.
306 No transit!
307 There needs to be an end date by which it would need to be self sustaining.
I saw yesterday 4 kids have to walk on Brown Bridge road from West newton ES to Veterans MS.
Needless to say there was too much traffic for the kids to be walking on the side of the road especially when there is a HUGE field between the two schools that should be implemented for a
nice side walk between schools and that could connect to the partial sidewalk that is there. A
crying shame that older siblings were put in harms way after they walked the youngers to the
308 elementary school because grown ups can't see past their own experience.
Concern over who will fund this, I do not support raised property taxes. Potential crime on
309 transportation & at stops. It will be too costly for our community.
310 Who's paying for this .The county wastes so much money on stupid
311 Need train from Covington to Atlanta
312 I do not think it’s the county’s job to provide transportation at the taxpayers expense.
313 We do not need this
TAXES are already too high. This is not going to benefit citizens. Only drive more out. If citizens
wanted to be Atlanta or Conyers we would have chosen homes there. Covington has nearly
314 completely lost its charm. This will kill it off no doubt.
How will this impact or improve the lives of tax payers in this county? How much of a tax increase
will tax payers have to endure-on top of already elevated property taxes? What funds will be used
to pay for this?
315

I have concerns because I pay taxes in this county; however, this service would not benefit me.
People who use the service should pay for it. There should be no increased burden on tax payers
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316 I feel public transit connecting to other communities will facilitate more crime oppurtunities
Public transit is not a good idea for Newton County. It will cause more traffic and possibly more
wrecks. We need to fix what is already broken before piling on more problems. Newton County
317 can't even maintain their roads or traffic lights as it is. Don't add buses to it.
we do not need another burden put on our taxpayers.the county does not have or able to
adequately hire someone to administer this position.good example is our current county
commission.
318
319 Making sure that we are accommodating the senior of newton county as well as veterans
320 Looks what its done for dekalb. Does newton really want that for our county
It is very important to serve those who need transit to access jobs, basic shopping needs,
healthcare, and gov services. However, we need to view transit more broadly as a more climatefriendly, healthier way to move about. Also need to remember to put stops in areas that are also
321 walkable and bikeable. Think multi-modal.
I don't know why this keeps being pushed. It is not needed nor is it wanted. The vast majority of
households have access to a car. There are medical transports already available. The vast
majority of people don't need to get to Atlanta and Conyers is already so bad, we don't want
them coming here. This will impact the small town that we all want and love. We don't want to
be Atlanta, Dekalb or any other larger city. We want to remain and keep the small town feel. This
322 will ruin it.
323 Thank you! This service is very much needed in our community.
We do not have the infrastructure to handle this and crime will go up more than it already has I
324 we the last 20 years.
325 Actually listen to the citizens!
326 Will the system have its own Law Enforcement Department to protect the riders?
I don’t oppose local transit in town, special shuttles to utilize events, dining but not transit in and
out of Conyers, Atlanta, etc. Crime is already a problem this close to I-20. We already have a
327 criminal element living close enough to cause crime now.
Need more information about it costs for gas and rider ship offered. Maybe work on cleaning up
328 the camper living in the park and ride lot.
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